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Audiences were witness to no less than a World Premiere at the
little theatre in Vesterbro.
Four people are locked up in a windowless place, with light bulbs
hanging from the ceiling. They can only hear each other; they
can’t see each other. They don’t know where they are, how long
they have been there and, in particular, they have no idea when or
if they can ever escape.
And after that pretty sad realisation, the story gets going. They
quickly discover that they each have a connection to the pretty
Mairead, played by Kerry Norton-Griffith. She and Peter (Nathan
Meister) were together for 8 years and had a son together. After
he left her for another woman, Mairead met on Tinder, and fell in
love with, Noah (Kevin Kiernan-Molloy). Noah makes no secret of

the fact that he has many girlfriends, of whom Kate (Sue HansenStyles) is one. Kate is married and old enough to be Noah’s
mother.
Intrigue and debate flourish between the four. They all want to
escape from their cells but they each have their own agenda. Each
of them believes they are right and morally intact. As onlookers,
we could easily question that: rarely is anything just black or
white.
Kerry Norton-Griffith is heart-breaking as the jilted Mairead,
confronting herself and her lovers – both current and past. Sue
Hansen-Styles is lovely as the self-righteous, mature woman who
has no scruples about her husband until, that is, she is found out.
The two men, Nathan Meister and Kevin Kiernan-Molloy are both
wonderful in their childish approach to love.
The play has a broad appeal and all four actors deliver the goods.
Love entanglements with all the accompanying grief is always a
golden topic, and poor, narcissistic behaviour from both men and
women is now most likely here to stay. There is a contemporary
twist when Tinder gets a mention, so youngsters are also a clear
target audience for this bittersweet story about the four
characters; similarly the frequent references to Murder mystery
escape rooms are fun. The twist here, though, is that it is not easy
to escape mental imprisonment.
See this play if you are old or young. And if you are an English
teacher, take your students.
Detailed educational material is
downloadable from Why Not Theatre Company’s website.
It is too good to miss!
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